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can put his confidence in. And the just shall live by 's a44- his faith

in the dependability of God. People talk that faith is a'], you need, doesn't

matter what you have faith in. LA. 1's got hold of a great principle , the

importance of faith.and. they have z helped many many people by turning their

minds away from themselves to something outside of themselves, to recognize

that the cannot handle the problems they must look to something beyond and

above themselves . And they will find, the answer there. And so they say

just realize your weakness,you can't do anything about it , but look to some

thing beyond you. Now, it dowsntt matter what it is " Just so you feel tlre

is something beyond. you, that is salation by faith, yes, but 4443r_ simply

by our faith rather than faith in something and. th.t faith will ieve take

you 'te through eternity unless it is a faith that is rooted in something

that is definite, in something that is real. I once had an appointment with

a friend in Berlin . We iLw were American students there in Berlin, together

this fellow said to me. Tomorrow morning , he said meeting a friend. and.

we are going to go to the Cathedral to service . Would you like to go with

us. Well, I'm not sure yet, what I'm going to do tomorrow , I might join you,

where would I find. you. Well, he said, I'm going to meet this friend at the

sub-way station of such and such a station which was not far from where I lived,

and ir he said we are to meet at such and. such a time, an if you come ever

along we would be 1ad to have you go with us. Well, it so happened that

I came there about half an hour after the time that he had. stated . And when

I got there I thought that he had doubtless gone but just thought might have

been late, 1,11 just t*e a look. So I went into the station, there was a level

here, I went down and I 4M didn't see him so I went down to the level below that

and here there was a space and. beside it on the pe3, platform he was walking

back and forth, walking back and forth , He ak had. been walking bke bakk and

forth thinking and waiting for
theLt

andI stepped up to him and. I said
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